December 2014

General Managers Report by Steve Lee
Dear Growers,
The 2014 season is almost over and we
are all now concentrating on what the
2015 season will bring.

2014 Deliveries paid in full by
Christmas AND an additional
payment of at least $0.10 / kg

A summary of MPC’s Additional
Payments over the past 7 years
Season
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
7 year
average

Additional
payment
$0.15
$0.07
$0.15
$0.30
$0.15
$0.15
$0.10*

nd too many industries in this
enviable position. The challenge to the
industry is to not repeat the mistakes
of the past and collapse the market
back to prices that become
unsustainable for growers.

As I’ve mentioned in the past this is
partially fuelled by processors who
must have NIS to survive, they must
Strong demand and quick sales have
buy NIS at almost any cost. The real
allowed us to pay all of our growers to
problems begin when they cut corners
the full notional price prior to
to keep processing costs down, or sell
Christmas for the 7th year in
kernel at prices that reduce consumer
succession. In addition to this, MPC
demand. “Restraint” is an easy word to
Chairman Chris Ford announced that
say, but much harder to enact. While
an extra payment above the notional
$0.15
those competitors that are required to
price would be paid in March 2015 and
publish their nancials continue to
that this would be at least $0.10 for
* minimum to be paid for 2014. Final
post losses MPC continues to deliver
every kilogram of nuts delivered
amount to be determined in March 2015 good returns to our growers and
during the 2014 season. The nal price
quality products to our customers at
at 33% for Organic of $5.88 and
2014 highlights
sustainable price levels.
Organic In Conversion $4.42/kg was
also announced.
In the factory we processed almost
11,000t of nuts in record time
including a new cracking record of
485t in a single week. In addition to
lowering processing costs the fast
processing of NIS results in better
quality kernel getting to the end
consumer. The new drying room has
satised our expectations of providing
low cost, high quality drying and every
The additional payment lets our
last tonne of the additional storage
growers share in the company’s prots capacity was utilized.
that have resulted from their deliveries
2014 for the macadamia industry has
within the year. MPC’s additional
seen a rare occurrence in primary
payment applies to every kilo
delivered. We’re sharing the company production, good crop volumes, good
quality, high kernel recoveries, high
prots with our suppliers, this really
prices and solid market demand. You
does set us apart from our
would go a long way in agriculture to
competition.
We understand the costs involved in
managing next year’s crop, there are a
lot of outgoings for insect and disease
control, plant nutrition and orchard
maintenance (to name a few) so our
payment terms are aimed at allowing
our growers certainty when nancing
their 2015 crop production.

Co-operatives in the news

I recently came across some articles
relating to the ‘resurgence’ of cooperatives, once considered out of
fashion the success of well run
co-operatives based on sound
business principles, professional
marketing and re-investment by
shareholders has seen the Australian
Governments white paper make
recommendations on co-operatives.
Barnaby Joyce has been quoted as
stating “The most successful rural
organizations in Australia are cooperatives. It allows people to reach
further down the supply chain”.
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There isn’t anything new in this
information to MPC suppliers. A well
run, efcient co-operative will perform
better for growers every time, it’s
because the co-ops interests are the
same as the growers, long term
industry stability and protability. Coops like MPC make prots for growers
not from growers and give growers
more inuence over the marketing of
their products.

I’d like to thank you all for your
support during 2014 and wish you and
your families a very Merry Christmas
and a happy and prosperous 2015
from all of the Board, Management
and Staff at MPC.

The 170 people that attended the
Christmas party were treated to a
great evening of food and festivities
along with the presentation of the
much anticipated MPC Grower awards
for 2014. Congratulations to all of the
growers who won awards and secured
bragging rights for the next 12
months.

Our government has been very busy in
recent months negotiating free trade
agreements. The Korean free trade
agreement means that the tariff will be
reduced from 30% to 0% in 5 steps.
This FTA is likely to come into effect
before the end of this year. This will
mean an immediate reduction in tariff
of 6% and a further reduction of 6% in
January 2015. We expect this will
foster signicant growth in this market
over the next few years and we are
already seeing a high level of interest
from Korean companies

April next year, but it will bring with it
an immediate 5% reduction in tariff.
This is not expected to cause huge
growth in that market, but it will
denitely help keep Australia as the
favoured origin for macadamias and
will help counteract the recent
devaluing of the Yen.

Marketing Report

The China Free trade agreement is
very signicant for the macadamia
Larry McHugh, MMI
industry. It will see a reduction in tariff
2015 Outlook
The AMS has recently announced that in six steps from 24% to 0% for NIS and
the 2014 crop was 43600t of NIS which kernel. The FTA is likely to come into
The 2015 crop is shaping up well, the
force in the second half of 2015 and,
is a good recovery from the past few
dry owering period allowed for good
depending on the timing of the steps,
years. The amount of NIS going to
pollination and nutset. Growers have
China from Australia this year was just it could see a reduction to 0% over as
been monitoring and controlling
little as four years. This is a massive
over 11,000t, an increase in the order
lacebug and sigastus weevil
reduction and will help open the
of 6000t. NIS sales into China from
throughout this period, although the
biggest market in the world to
South Africa also increased in 2014
latter is proving to be a difcult pest to
Australian macadamias. We expect this
The increase in NIS sales meant that
control due to its complex life cycles.
will lead to signicant growth in both
Hopefully with the experience gained kernel availability was only marginally NIS and kernel export from Australia to
higher than previous years. The very
from the current crop the most
China.
low stock levels at the beginning of
effective control strategies can be
The long term outlook for macadamias
2014 combined with increased NIS
better dened. Kevin and Jim have
is still very good, we have strong
sales has led to kernel shortages
been assisting growers with sprayer
throughout the world over the last few demand for our product and our
setup and calibration to improve the
efcacy of their spray treatments with months. There will be no kernel left in markets are growing as is consumer
the supply chain by the time the 2015 awareness. The benets of eating nuts
better coverage. The recent rain has
season kernel becomes available so
reduced the moisture stress that was
is well known worldwide and we are
becoming apparent in many orchards we expect demand to be strong in the part of a category that is seeing
early part of the 2015 season.
although some more steady falls of
amazing growth in quantity and value.
rain would be greatly appreciated by
There has also been increased interest To take advantage of these
all.
opportunities the world industry must
in macadamia kernel throughout the
Asian region, but at the moment there continue to supply good quality
It was great to see so many people
macadamias at sustainable prices
is not enough supply to adequately
attend the recent eld day and BBQ
support growth of these new areas. It which will allow consumers to
lunch and Christmas party. Thanks to
Kerry Byrne for the use of his farm as a would be good to see some more
continue to enjoy the nut that they
kernel become available in 2015 to
case study into the effect that
love.
help us continue to expand our
rejuvenating soil health can have on
markets.
tree health and productivity.

Factory closure
MPC will be closing at midday on the
24th of December and re-opening on
the 5th of January so be sure to pick
up your Christmas orders well before
the closure.
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Restoring Tree Health
Field Day Report
Kevin Quinlan and Jim Patch, MPC

Over 100 people attended the recent
eld day at Kerry Byrne’s Richmond
Hill Orchard. The focus of the day was
on restoring tree health.
Kerry purchased the farm in 1980 and
planted it out over a series of years.
The farm has approx. 5500 trees on a
10 x 5m spacing, consisting of the
varieties 660, 344 and 508. In the early
years the farm performed well, with
the highest production being 135
tonnes.

After receiving so much advice on
what needed to be done and little of
that advice xing the problem, Nick
decided to do a small trial to see if the
organic matter would improve the
orchard or if moving soil back (soil
proling) would be a better way to go.
The trial consisted of putting a pile of
soil under a tree and on another tree
putting a pile of mulch. After about 12
months, nick dug into the pile. The soil
was still a pile of soil, while the pile of
mulch was really hard to dig – due to
the mass of feeder roots in it. Nick felt
they were heading down a better path
after the trial.

changes more easily. To his credit Nick
continued the program of applying
organic materials and has done an
excellent job spreading the mulch
down the rows,” Kerry said.
The program has consisted of applying
1000m3 of organic matter to the tree
rows in a band every year since 2009.
The normal mix has been
approximately 1/3 chicken litter, 1/3
ground up green waste and 1/3 husk.
“Having 3 macadamia orchards and
dehusking all of them at this orchard
has meant we have accumulated a lot
of husk here. We sourced a double
ground green waste material from a
number of sources,” Kerry said.

After 12 months Kerry felt the orchard
was improving. “ in the early years Nick
Along with applying all the organic
About 10 years ago Kerry noticed the wasn’t so sure if there was much of an
material, Nick undertook a program of
improvement in the trees because he
trees started to bronze, with some
heavy skirting of the trees. “The trees
leaves turning yellow. Over a number was there everyday and was always
hadn’t been skirted for many years
looking very closely at the trees. As an
of years the tops of the trees died off
and it was extremely hard to harvest
and turned to a bunch of dead sticks. absentee owner for much of the year I
the orchard. We decided to chip all the
He sought guidance from a number of had the benet of viewing the orchard
branches and put the chip down the
not as often and so I could see the
consultants who all offered different
advice, but he didn’t notice any
improvement in the trees. In 2009
Kerry and his farm manager Nick
DeWith visited Lance Emery and Bob
Howard’s farms where they had been
applying mulch and compost down
the tree rows. Kerry walked away very
impressed with the tree health they
had and how they didn’t have dead
tops in their trees like he had. After the
visit, Kerry was convinced he needed
to start a program of applying organic
rich material to the orchard oor, in a
band down the tree rows.. Along with
the addition of mulch, the decision
was made to stop applying Glyphosate
Above: The orchard in January 2010. Note the dead tops in the trees.
based herbicides (eg Roundup®) and
undertake some heavy skirting of the
trees, with all the braches being
chipped and fed back along the tree
row.
One of the major benets that has
been noticed from the program was
the increase in the ne feeder root mat
in the orchard, which has been critical
to the reduction in dead tops. The
reason for this improvement is that the
root to shoot volume has been
brought back into balance, with the
tree now being able to uptake the
required nutrients and water to
sustain the canopy volume.
The Orchard now in December 2014. Note the health of the trees and lack of dead
tops in the trees.
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tree row as well. The extra organic
matter was terric,” Nick said.

Self Feeding Chipper

Simon Richens from S&G Agricultural
Contractors P/L demonstrated his new
self-feeding Farmi Forrest chipper. This
machine is tted to a 187 hp reversible
tractor and uses a grab mounted on a
hydraulic arm (that extends to 7.0m) to
pick up tree limbs from the orchard
oor and feed them into a chipper.
The chipper can chip branches up to
260mm in diameter. The chip can be
directed back onto the tree row by use
of a hydraulically adjustable chute.
Generally the chip is deposited in
Another benet that Nick and Kerry
heaps that can be spread by a grower
have observed from their program is
using a mower or other machinery.
that the soil pH has improved over
The chip is approximately 15mm in
time – without the addition of lime.
size, so isn’t a problem when
“Since we started applying mulch we
have seen our pH increase for about
harvesting. Simon said the hourly rate
0.5 units. Although not a huge jump, it is $160 and when chipping large
has meant we are now around 5.8 and pruning’s has worked out at around $4
that is pretty close to where we want
per tree.
to be”, Nick said.
The orchard still receives some
chemical fertilisers. “Each year we have
a soil test done and then I sit down
and work out what fertiliser we need
to add. Typically we use a blended
fertiliser. I think since we have been
adding all the organic material and our
root volume has come up we are
getting better fertiliser efciency – we
don’t need to pour heaps on as the soil
structure and microbes make it all
work,” Nick said.

To apply the organic material, Kerry
designed and built his own spreader.
“If a professional spreader
manufacturer saw the machine they
would probably cry, but the machine I
made does the job and it has served us
well. If I was to start again I’d probably
buy a really good spreader,” Kerry said.
Along with the increase in root density
and restoration of the dead tops, the
production from the orchard has
increased – with the farm yielding 105
tonnes of NIS in 2014. “Our yields were
slipping each year. In the worst year
when the trees were at their poorest
we produced 19 tonne. Since
beginning the program of applying
organic matter we have seen our
production increase each year. This
year (2014) we produced 105 tonnes
and now at a level of production
where it is viable to operate this farm”,
Kerry said.

farm labour to do other tasks, rather
than feed a chipper.
• It can operate for many hours a day
at the same speed - it doesn’t suffer
the fatigue that people do when
they hand feed a chipper.
• Chip may be spread as the machine
moves from one limb to the next
along the row or by means of
turning the hydraulically adjustable
chute.
• It negates the need to have a large
chipper and tractor owned by the
grower for limb removal work.
• It produces a suitable chip size that
can be spread in the orchard and
won’t interfere with nger-wheel
harvesters.
• It can chip limbs that are larger in
size than what most people’s
chippers can handle.

The self feeding chipper demonstrated by S&G Agriculture

Simon presented a video of a new selffeed chipper that he is about to take
delivery of and will be in service from
January 2015. This machine is larger
Kerry had some advice for the future
• It only requires one operator who is than the current chipper, being able to
“if I was to start again with a new
out of harms way in an air
handle up to 400mm diameter
orchard I would buy a good spreader
conditioned tractor cab. This
material. The hydraulic grab will reach
and buy a heap of organic matter each
overcomes many potential OH&S
6.5m. This new machine will have the
year and spread it on the orchard oor
issues.
ability to either place the chip back
in a band down each tree row,” he
directly under the tree or into a bin
• The machine is operated by a
said.
towed behind the machine. The bin
contractor’s employee who is skilled allows you to have chip dumped
in this operation. This can free up
anywhere in the orchard or it can be
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dumped in a location where you
may wish to make compost from it.

Mulch Spreading Machinery—
and more!
Shaun Stead from TUFF ASS
Machinery provided an overview of
some spreading equipment that is
available to allow growers to spread
mulch or compost. He has spreader’s
available in sizes ranging from 4.510m³.
Shaun explained that the Merlini
spreader is simple, effective and has
the ability to spread a wide range of
mulch types e.g. from ne material
like chicken litter and damp
compost to wood chip due to its
unique turbine delivery system. The
machine has the ability to mix
components together prior to them
being spread and so soil/Ag lime
may be added to a blend. The chains
that move the load forward for
spreading may also be run
backwards so a load of mulch may
be unloaded out the back of the
spreader in a windrow for
composting.
Shaun said that TUFF ASS Machinery
also carries belt spreaders made by
Whatcom and Renmark in sizes 4.510m³. The advantage that the belt
The Merlini Turbine spreader shown at the eld day
spreaders have over other spreaders
is a more accurate placement of the LIDAR Mapping—a powerful
showed how you could map the
material down the tree row but they
travel of your sprayer in the orchard
new tool
are more expensive to buy.
and when the sprayer was empty,
Bob Howard presented information mark the location where you
MPC Shareholders are offered a
on the mapping he can produce for stopped spraying in a tree row. This
$1000.00 discount on list price for
farms. This mapping uses LIDAR—a is done with the touch of a button.
the spreader that was presented by
very accurate method of measuring After leaving to ll up, you drive
TUFF ASS Machinery at the MPC
distances.
down the row and watch the map
Field Day.
for the marked location where you
Bob can produce a range of maps—
In addition to spreaders, TUFF ASS
stopped spraying previously and
from contour maps that are very
machinery will also sell a range of Air
start again.
accurate to a map of tree heights
Blast sprayers. Shaun said that the
across an orchard. There are many
Bob showed a map he is able to
new sprayers will be particularly
other maps available, all of which
produce a map that shows the
high quality machines from Italy
can be used to improve farm
amount of water collected and the
with only the best quality parts but
management operations.
direction of ow. From this map you
sold here in Australia at prices well
can easily determine where to locate
below the present prices asked for
One of the features available from
drains. If you have side slope on
air blast sprayers. Shaun also has
the maps is to load them onto a
orchard rows you can use this map
orchard mulchers available at very
smart phone and using a free app,
to determine if V-drains will capture
good prices – mention MPC for
plot your location or travel path
the water and run it down a row and
special pricing.
across an orchard. For instance Bob
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if not, where the V-drain will be
over-run. This them helps you locate
where to place major drains.
Other maps available include all tree
heights across your orchard, canopy
density and volume (great for looking
at canopy management ) and the
aspects of all farm blocks.
Bob said the price was dependent
upon farm size, but for an average
20ha farm it would cost $400 to get a
complete series of electronic maps
that you can print out.

Above: A drainage map produced. The areas shaded in pink all have greater than 10
degree slope, the blue lines are natural drainage lines, while the dots are trees.
Below: A digital elevation map showing all the heights in an orchard. Note the yellow
lines running through the red areas are where the tree rows have “attened” out the
side slope.
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MPC Shareholder Christmas Party

A great night was had by all who attended the MPC Shareholder Christmas party on the 5th December 2014 at the Ballina RSL Club.

Disclaimer
The contents of this publica on are subject to copyright and may not be reproduced in any form without wri en permission
from Macadamia Processing Co. Limited. The publica on is intended to provide general informa on only, and while all care has
been taken to ensure that the informa on contained in this publica on is true and accurate, no responsibility or liability is accepted by Macadamia Processing Co. Limited or its staﬀ for any claim which may arise from any person
ac ng in reliance on the informa on setout in this publica on.
Editorial Policy The editorial commi ee reserves the right to edit, withhold or reject all material.
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